In the context of studying black hole singularities by the AdS/CFT correspondence, we study the BTZ black hole by a scalar field propagating on it and the boundary two-point Green function. We explore how positions inside the horizon are encoded in the boundary theory. The main idea is to compare two different semi-classical approximations of the Green function and see how this indicates the bulk-boundary relation. Writing the Green function in the Fourier integration of the momentum space correlation function, we can approximate it by the steepest descent method and the Green function is dominated by saddle points. Alternatively, writing the Green function in the form of the Feynman paths integration, we can apply the geodesic approximation and the Green function is dominated by certain geodesics joining the two points. To relate the two approximations, we deduce a geodesic approximation from the saddle point approximation by using a key observation of Festucia and Liu, which is a frequency-geodesic identification, arising from comparing the WKB wave equation and the space-like geodesic equation. As an application, we find saddles of the Green function and hence their corresponding geodesics. The conclusion is that some of these geodesics do go inside the horizon. This gives the possibility of resolving the singularity from the boundary theory.
Introduction
Black hole singularities are interesting to study because they are beyond the scope of general relativity. Since classical geometry cannot give a clear explanation of these singularities, we therefore count on other available theories, like string theory, to search for answers. One way to gain understanding of the black hole singularities is using the AdS/CFT correspondence conjectured by Maldacena [1] . The conjecture is that string theory on AdS 5 × S 5 corresponds to a conformal field theory on the boundary of the AdS 5 . More detailed matching of the two theories was worked out by Gubser, Klebanov, Polyakov [2] and Witten [3] by comparing spectra and correlation functions in the dual theories.
Based on this, Balasubramanian et.al. [4, 5] focused on how geometrical description of the bulk is manifested in the boundary theory. They described a variety of spacetime probes dynamically from the boundary perspective. To study dynamical properties, they provided a Hamiltonian framework of the AdS/CFT correspondence in the Lorentzian signature. It is essentially obtained from the Euclidean signature AdS/CFT correspondence by analytic continuation. The new feature of the Lorentzian signature correspondence is the appearance of normalizable modes in the bulk, rather than simply non-normalizable ones which appeared in the Euclidean signature. While the non-normalizable modes are mapped to the boundary act as sources coupled with dual boundary CFT operators, the normalizable modes, explained as physical low energy excitations of the bulk space time, are mapped to states comprising the Hilbert space of a given boundary Hamiltonian. Regarding the normalizable modes as probes on the bulk, the bulk and boundary states correspondence provides a dynamical description of the bulk from the perspective of the boundary. Banks, Douglas, Horowitz and Martinec [6] in the same angle provided a scheme to relate boundary operators to dynamical fields on the bulk. Klebanov and Witten in [7] calculated expectation values of boundary operator from the normalizable modes. In particular, twopoint functions in the boundary CFT can be obtained by the limit of two-point functions in the bulk as the points are moved to the boundary of the spacetime. Our boundary two-point function calculation is based on this fact.
The matching of states between the bulk and the boundary implies that local operators on the boundary may contain information of the field on the bulk, which satisfies the holographic principle. Realisation of these ideas can be seen, for example: Keski-Vakkuri in [8] made an extension of the Lorentzian AdS/CFT from the AdS 3 [4] to the BTZ black hole. Danielsson et. al. [9] studied a nontrivial probe (a spherically collapsing matter) on the bulk through the boundary CFT. Even with the matching of states, we should say that it is still a hard problem to extract information inside the horizon of a AdS black hole from the boundary point of view. Works on this respect are initiated by for example by [10, 11] , more recent attempts are as in [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] . The technical problem of identifying the bulk position from the boundary perspective becomes crucial. The geodesic approximation [13] is a favourite technique in this context. In the semi-classical limit, the CFT correlators can be represented in the form of Feynman paths integral of quantum mechanics, and the integration is dominated by certain geodesics. In this way, the geometric picture on the bulk appears. It is possible to probe singularities by studying the boundary objects which can be related to geodesics going inside the horizon. Works on this aspect are for example [12, 13, 17, 18] .
In the same stream, Festuccia and Liu [20] studied the AdS 5 black hole singularity. They gave a method to match space-like geodesics in the bulk with momentum space Wightman functions of CFT operators in the semi-classical limit. As our present work on BTZ black holes heavily depends on their proposal, we will give a summary of their results. They considered a massive scalar field propagating on the bulk AdS 5 black hole and studied the Hartle-Hawking Green function. The position space correlation function can be mapped to the boundary correlation function through the AdS/CFT correspondence. To find correspondences between bulk positions and boundary states, they consider the semi-classical limit of the Green function. On one hand, the Green function, written as the Fourier integration of the momentum space Green function, can be approximated by the methods of steepest descent [21] . The integration is dominated by its evaluation at saddles. On the other hand, if we write the Green function in the Feynman paths integral of quantum mechanics, it can be approximated by the geodesic approximation. The key to relate the two approximations is the observation of a frequency-geodesic relation. After a precise analytic continuation procedure, the relation becomes a mathematically well-defined.
Mathematically, this frequency-geodesic relation gives the following interesting property: Firstly, real frequencies parametrize Euclidean time separation of geodesics and these geodesics are of real turning point outside the horizon. Secondly, purely imaginary frequencies parametrize Lorentzian time separation of geodesics and these geodesics are of real turning point inside the horizon. The position space Green function in terms of Fourier transformation has integration contour along real frequencies and saddles picked are near real axis, where the corresponding geodesics are with turning points outside the horizon. Fetuccia and Liu in this regard proposed a new observable by replacing the contour by the purely imaginary axis. In this way, the saddles picked by the new observable are on the purely imaginary axis, and corresponding geodesics are with real turning point inside the horizon. Therefore, the new observable is able to carry signals from the singularity. Further, they suggested possible methods to resolve the singularity by using the new observable as an large N CFT object on the boundary. However, since the Klein-Gordon equation of modes on the AdS black hole background is hard to be solved exactly, the Green function does not have an exact formula. This makes it technically hard. We will apply their methods on the BTZ black hole, where exact analytic solution is available. Now we will give a summary of our work on the BTZ black hole. We choose our spacetime probe to be a massive scalar field described by the Klein-Gordon equation on the BTZ background and solve the equation exactly. By adding boundary conditions, we pick out normalizable modes according to the classification of modes in [8] in the framework of the Lorentzian signature AdS/CFT correspondence. As mentioned before, normalizable modes can be seen as fluctuations of the background and are mapped to states on the boundary, forming a Hilbert space. Here we are applying the argument in [4] directly without mentioning the specific choice of vacuum. Their description is actually set on the Poincaré vacuum and the analytic continuation of the AdS/CFT correspondence is consistent with this vacuum. However, how the description fits into other vacua is not very clear. Nevertheless, we would like to choose the Hartle-Hawking vacuum. Because of this, we fit ourselves in the pretty much equivalent framework of [6] , [7] instead.
In the quantum field theory on a curved spacetime, a vacuum state can be defined by specific modes. Modes are decided by the chosen coordinates and boundary conditions. Such choices are preferred by the particular physical situation considered. Extensive discussion on choices of vacua can be found for example in [22] . The Hartle-Hawking vacuum is defined along with the discovery of the black hole radiation in [23] . The defining modes of this vacuum are the Kruskal modes and the Hartle-Hawking Green function can be obtained by a summation of Kruskal modes. Alternatively, the Hartle-Hawking Green function can be directly defined as analytic solution of some differential equation with specified boundary condition as boundedness at the future and past horizons [23] . There is another set of modes called the Bouliubov modes closely related to Kruskal modes [24] . The corresponding vacuum is called the Bouliubov vacuum. The Kruskal modes can be obtained from the Bouliubov modes by imposing boundary conditions on horizons and the correponding vacua are related by a Bouliubov transformation [25] . Seen from an observer who takes the Bouliubov vacuum as vacuum, the Kruskal modes are in a thermal bath at the Hawking temperature. The analytic structure of the thermal Green function, which can be obtained by summation of Bouliubov modes at the Hawking temperature, agrees with that of the Hartle-Hawking Green function [26] . We obtain the Hartle-Hawking Green function on the BTZ black hole in this way. Through the AdS/CFT correspondence, the corresponding two-point Green function on the boundary can be obtained.
To see how the explicit boundary Green function encodes bulk dynamics, we take the semi-classical limit to arrive at a frequency-geodesic relation as in [20] and deduce a geodesic approximation from the saddle point approximation. This can be explained in the following way. Consider this scalar field propagating on the BTZ black hole and its two-point function with the two points A and B inserted on distinct boundaries in the Penrose diagram. Taking semi-classical limit, it can be seen as a wavepacket propagating along geodesics. This can also be explained as in the Feynman path integration of quantum mechanics, where dominant terms are certain geodesics joining A and B. It is plausible to make a term by term identification of the WKB approximation of the wave equation and the geodesic equation, both appearing as equations of motions in the semiclassical limit. After proper analytic continuation procedure, this identification gives a definite mapping between frequencies (saddles) and geodesics. Hence a geodesic approximation can be deduced from the properties of saddles. We obtain similar properties of the frequency-geodesic relation as appeared in the AdS 5 black hole and find out that some geodesics have turning points inside the horizon. Further, if we analogously deform the integration contour from the real axis to the imaginary axis we get a new function, assuming that a regulization of the function exists. Saddles of the new function correspond to those geodesics with real turning point infinitely closed to the singularity. In this sense, we find signatures of the singularity on the bulk in the boundary correlation function. We should make two remarks regarding the above method: First of all, this is by no means the only way to make a geodesic approximation. For example different analytic procedure can lead to different dominating geodesics, while the correlation function remains the same. This kind of argument was made by Kraus, et. al. in [16] . They analytically continued the correlation function directly in two different procedures but yield the same physical amplitude. Secondly, the frequency-geodesic relation does not have physical meaning beyond the semiclassical limit. The reason is that the validity of this relation is supported by the principle of wave-particle duality. This is only meaningful in the semi-classical limit. For example, for a frequency which is not at saddle point, the corresponding geodesic may not join the two points in the two-point function.
The plan for the rest of the paper is as follows. Section two will give a summary of the BTZ metric and space-like geodesics on it. In section three, we will solve the Klein-Gordon equation on the BTZ metric explicitly and find normalizable modes. Then we write down the Hartle-Hawking Green function by summation of these modes at the Hawking temperature of the black hole and get the correlation function in the boundary theory by the AdS/CFT correspondence. Section four gives the explicit mapping between geodesics and saddles on the BTZ black hole at the semi-classical limit. We will first give a proof of the relation formally and then provide an explicit procedure of analytic continuation to make it welldefined so that we obtain a geodesic approximation of the Green function. Section five is an application of this geodesic approximation. By the explicit correlation function, we can find saddles and their corresponding geodesics. Finally we draw some conclusions.
The BTZ geometry
We will summarise the construction of the BTZ black hole and write down the space-like geodesic equations, the proper length, the proper time and the proper displacement in the angular direction.
The BTZ metric
We will sketch the construction the BTZ black hole of Banados, Henneaux, Teitelboim and Zanelli [27] in the non-rotating case. Roughly speaking, the BTZ black hole metric is obtained as a quotient metric from the AdS 3 metric. The AdS 3 space is defined in terms of its embedding in a four dimensional flat space of signature (− − ++):
We will assume l = 1 from now on. We change coordinates from (u, v, x, y) to (µ, t, x, y) by
where 0 ≤ µ < ∞ and 0 ≤ t < 2π. The new coordinates are defined on the whole of AdS 3 . Changing the coordinates (x, y) into polar coordinates, x = sinh µ cos θ, y = sinh µ sin θ.
The resulting metric is
Observe that the periodicity of t implies the existence of closed time-like curves.
To avoid this, t is unwrapped by requiring t = t + 2π. In other words, we are considering a universal covering space of the AdS 3 , denoted by CAdS 3 , with metric ds 2
where r = sinh µ. By construction, CAdS 3 has SO(2, 2) as its isometry group. The BTZ black hole metric will be obtained from the quotient metric of CAdS 3 by certain discrete isometry subgroup of the SO(2, 2). In general, if ξ is a Killing vector on the spacetime, the transformation from any point P to exp(sξ)P ) in CAdS 3 is an isometry. The group {exp(sξ) : s ∈ R} is an isometry group parametrised by s. If s is restricted to s = 2πn for n ∈ Z, then it parametrises a discrete subgroup. We call it Ξ(ξ). The quotient space CAdS 3 /Ξ(ξ) inherits a quotient metric from CAdS 3 . Under the coordinates (u, v, x, y), it is proposed that the Killing vector ξ = r + u ∂ ∂v − v ∂ ∂u up to an isometric transformation. The BTZ metric is defined to be the quotient metric induced from CAdS 3 through the discrete isometry subgroup Ξ(ξ). However, to exclude time-like curves on the quotient metric, ξ · ξ > 0 needs to be satisfied everywhere on the spacetime. Hence the final BTZ black hole spacetime is defined to be the BTZ metric on the region where ξ · ξ > 0. These regions can be devided into an infinite number of regions of two different types.
1. Region of type I, r 2 + < ξ · ξ < ∞ (the outer region).
2. Region of type II, 0 < ξ · ξ < r 2 + (the inner region).
We restrict to two continuous regions of both types and introduce the coordinates (t, r, φ) as follows,
2. Region II: r < r + ,
In the coordinates (t, r, φ), the Killing vector is ξ = ∂ ∂φ and the discrete subgroup acts as taking the identification φ = φ + 2nπ, for n ∈ Z. The BTZ black hole metric is thus the quotient metric by the isometry discrete subgroup generated by ξ on the region where ξ · ξ > 0,
with the identification φ = φ + 2nπ, n ∈ Z. We will assume r + = 1 from now on.
Geodesics on the BTZ black hole
On the BTZ metric (1), there are two particular Killing vectors, ∂ t = (1, 0, 0) and ∂ φ = (0, 0, 1). Their corresponding conserved quantities are energy E 2 and angular momentum L 2 . Since energy and angular momentum are conserved on geodesics, we can write down geodesic equations in terms of E and L. Let x(λ) = (t(λ), r(λ), φ(λ)) be a space-like geodesic with the affine parameter λ. Its geodesic equation can be written as
where E = (r 2 − 1) dt dλ and L = r 2 dφ dλ . If we define an effective potential by
then (2) a particle of energy E 2 coming from boundary towards the singularity. When L is a real number, the potential is represented by the Curve 1 of Fig. 1 . We can see that with big enough E 2 , the particle will go inside the horizon and be trapped there. However, when L is a purely imaginary number, the potential is represented by the Curve 2. We can see that no matter how big E 2 is, the particle has to bounce back. When E 2 is infinitely large, the turning point of the geodesic becomes infinitely closed to the singularity. In this case, the returned particle may carry signatures of the singularity. Therefore, we want to consider the case when L is a purely imaginary number. For simplicity, we assume L = iL I for L I > 0. The turning point r c of such particles can be solved as solutions of the equation
The proper time t, proper length l and proper angular displacement d of a spacelike geodesic with energy E 2 and angular momentum L 2 are as follows,
where the integrations are all over the contour along the real r axis from r c to positive infinity.
Correlation functions on the BTZ black hole
We will look for the exact solution of a massive scalar field described by the Klein-Gordon equation on the BTZ metric and then pick out a set of normalizable modes satisfying the reflective boundary condition mentioned in reference [24] . These modes are the Boulware modes and the vacuum defined by them are the Boulware vacuum. In the same reference, Hemming and Keski-Vakkuri constructed the Kruskal modes out of these normalizable modes. They first make linear combinations of the Boulware modes in general and then pick out the Kruskal modes by imposing the analytic condition on the horizon. The Kruskal modes are the modes which define the Hartle-Hawking vacuum. The Hartle-Hawking Green function agrees with the thermal Boulware Green function at the Hawking temperature [26] . We obtain the latter by summing the Boulware modes. Applying the AdS/CFT correspondence, the boundary two-point function can be obtained from the bulk two-point function by taking points to the boundary [6, 7] .
The AdS/CFT correspondence
We will illustrate the relevant parts of the AdS/CFT correspondence in more detail, and specify our footing in the AdS/CFT picture. While the original AdS/CFT correspondence is proposed for the Euclidean signature, the Hamiltonian framework of the AdS/CFT correspondence constructed by Balasubramanian et. al. in [4, 5] is in the Lorentzian signature. We will explain the new features which appeared in the Lorentzian signature through the simple example of a scalar field of mass m propagating on the bulk AdS d+1 . Note that d is the dimension of the boundary spacetime. The basic formula from the AdS/CFT correspondence in the Euclidean signature [3] is
is the effective action as a function of the bulk field Φ, Φ 0 is the boundary limit of Φ up to a radial scaling and O is the dual operator in the CFT. This can be understood as saying that boundary conditions for the bulk theory are dual to sources on the boundary theory. It can be shown that, under the requirement of regularity of the solution, for a given boundary field Φ 0 in the bulk, there exists a unique solution Φ on the bulk which has the boundary limit Φ 0 . Its limit is given as
where z is a radial coordinate with z −→ 0 around the boundary, x is the coordinate on the boundary and
. Explicitly,
where
. There is a subleading normalizable component of Φ with boundary behaviour z 2h +Φ (x) for someΦ(x). Further, the expectation value of the corresponding operator O(x) dual to Φ(z, x) can be evaluated asΦ, i.e.
The new feature of the Lorentzian signature is that the bulk wave function admits normalizable mode solutions as well as non-normalizable modes. By analytic continuation of a bulk-boundary operator, a general non-singular solution on the bulk with boundary limit z 2h − Φ 0 (x) is now given as summation of the unique Φ(z, x) obtained in the Euclidean signature and normalizable modes Φ n (z, x). Such modes describe the physical low energy excitations of the spacetime and they behave as z 2h +Φ n (x) for someΦ n (x) near the boundary. The regular solution is explicitly,
Comparing with (8), Φ n 's are new. The expection value of the dual operator O(x) in the presence of normalizable modes can be evaluated as
Comparing with (9), the contribution of the first term from exited states is new. To see the dynamical effect, it suffices only to consider the contribution from the first term while turning off the source term. We are working under this assumption and consider only normalizable modes Φ n 's. In particular, the boundary two-point functionG(x, x ′ ) under this framework is obtained by simply taking the two points in the bulk two-point function G((z, x), (z ′ , x ′ )) to the boundary up to a scaling in the radial direction [7] ,
Our computation of two-point functions on the boundary is based on these facts.
The exact solution of the radial part of the KG equation
In the following, we will find the normalizable modes Φ n mentioned above for a scalar field on our BTZ black hole. The Klein-Gordon equation of a free scalar field Φ(r, t, φ) propagating on the BTZ metric (1) is given as
where is the Laplace-Beltrami operator defined by the metric. We can solve this equation by the method of separation of variables. Write
The radial part of the equation of motion is
where V (r) = (r 2 − 1)
Related to terms in Section 3.1, we have d = 2 and h ± = 1±ν 2 . Equation (12) can be found in terms of hypergeometric functions,
and C 1 , C 2 are constants. We want to pick out the normalizable modes satisfying the reflective boundary condition [24] as follows:
where δ is some real constant and the coordinate z is defined by
With these boundary conditions, we are able to fix constants C 1 and C 2 . Since the computation is lengthy, we will refer the reader to Appendix for details. The resulting fixed constants in particular give us
at boundary 1 , which will be used.
Correlation functions
The Hartle-Hawking Green function agrees with the thermal Green function of the normalizable modes as in (14) at the Hawking temperature. At zero temperature, the Wightman function is given by the modes sum,
Since ω and J are not quantized under the boundary condition (14) , we can write the summation in the integration form,
On the other hand, the Fourier integration representation of
Comparing coefficients in the two integrations above, the Wightman function in the momentum space is
The Wightman function G + β (ω, J; r, r ′ ) at the Hawking temperature T H = 1 β , where β = 2π, can be obtained from the Wightman function at the zero temperature by [28] ,
This is the momentum space Hartle-Hawking Green function. We can pass the AdS/CFT correspondence (10) to the momentum space, the boundary Green function can be obtained as,
Substituting (15) in, we obtained the boundary thermal Green function in the momentum space,
To analytically continue this function by extending the domain of ω from the real line to the complex ω-plane, we need to identify singular points ofG + β (ω, J). They are located at
where N is any positive integer. For later use, we change the scale of variables as u = ω ν and k = J ν and further assume that k is a positive real number. This assumption will be made clear later by relating it to the assumption of L = iL I where L I > 0 in Section 2.2. Singular points (18) in the large ν limit are located at
where n = N/ν and N is any positive integer. On the complex u-plane, the distance between poles become very small as ν −→ ∞ and the four lines of poles become branch cuts. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 . These are the branch cuts for analytical continuation ofG + β (u, k).
Correlation functions and geodesics on the BTZ black hole
We want to see how the exact boundary correlation function probe the bulk geometry. The main idea is to relate correlation functions to geodesics on the bulk. To achieve this, we consider two different semi-classical approximations of the two-point Green function. The first method is the geodesic approximation. Indeed, wavepackets propagate like particles along geodesics in the semi-classical limit. With respect to the decomposition of complex time separation into the Lorentzian and Euclidean sections, i.e. t+iτ , the BTZ spacetime can be projected onto the two sections as shown in Fig. 3 . We are interested in the case when the two points are inserted on distinct boundaries of the Penrose diagram, describing the Lorentzian section of the spacetime. Geodesics joining distinct boundaries are like A, B, C and D in Fig. 3 (a) . The second approach is by the steepest The Euclidean time τ is in the angular direction with period 2π. As u varies from +∞ to 0 + , the corresponding geodesic changes from A to B, and then to C. Note that C turns back before it reaches the horizon at the centre. Geodesic D stands for a geodesic with u < 0. descent method to evaluate the correlation function as Fourier integration of the momentum space Green function. For points inserted on distinct boundaries in the Lorentzian section space-time, the boundary two-point function can be obtained from the Wightman functions by changing the time variable from t ′ to t ′ − i β 2 . That is,
The asymptotic expansion of the integration is dominated by saddle points. The goal is to relate the saddles and the geodesics, both appeared as dominating objects in the semi-classical limit, so that we can deduce a geodesic approximation from the saddle point approximation. In other words, we want to make the following geodesic approximation explicitly defined in the semi-classical limit,
where i indicates different dominant geodesics, m is the mass of the scalar field and l i is proper length of the i-th dominant geodesic joining the two points and f i (k) is a function indicating the contribution from the angular momentum k.
We will firstly sketch the method of steepest descent, secondly provide a formal proof of (21) and finally deduce an explicit geodesic approximation.
The steepest descent methods
We will briefly summarise the steepest descent methods from [21, 29] . It is a technique to get asymptotic expansions at the large ν for integrations in the form,
where C is a contour on the complex u-plane, and g(u) and h(u) are holomorphic functions. The points of u-plane where dh(u) du = 0 are called saddle points. They are saddle points on the real surface representing | exp(νh(u))|, which is seen as a function of the two real variables x and y with x = Re(u), y = Im(u). Curves along which Im(ν(h(u)) is constant are called steepest descent paths. Along such curves, | exp(νh(u))| changes as rapidly as possible. In other words, they are the gradient lines of | exp(νh(u))|. The saddle point is a stationary point of the function | exp(νh(u))| along the steepest descent path. The method of steepest descents consists in deforming the path of integration C so as to make it coincide as far as possible with arcs of steepest paths. In this way, the integration is transformed to a real integration of the Laplacian type and the Laplace method may be used to evaluate the integral asymptotically. We summarise the methods in the following steps:
1. Identify the saddle points u 0 as zeros of dh(u) du = 0. 2. Determine degree n of saddle point u 0 such that
for some real number α.
3. Determine directions of steepest descent of each saddle point: If u − u 0 = ρ exp(iθ), then the steepest descent and the steepest asscent direction are given as
Direction of θ Steepest Descent − α n + (2p+1)π n p = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 Steepest Ascent − α n + 2pπ n p = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 4. Justify, via Cauchy's integral theorem, the deformation of the original contour of integration C onto one or more of the paths of steepest descent.
Determine the asymptotic expansions of the deformed integrals through
Laplace methods.
For our interests of finding dominating saddles and eventually their corresponding geodesics, we do not need to go through the fifth step. The rest of the steps listed will become clearer when we consider our particular examples.
Saddle points and the geodesic approximation I
We will formally deduce (21) for now and provide a mathematically explicit description in the next subsection. Consider the Fourier integration of the twopoint function (20) in the large ν limit,
where ∆t = t ′ −t and we writeG + β (u, k) = exp(ν2Z(u, k)) for some Z(u, k) so that the Fourier integration is transformed into the form of (22) . We can analytically continue the functionG + β (u, k) from the real u-axis to the complex u-plane without difficulty by branch cutting pole lines illustrated in Fig. 2 . Complex saddles can thus be obtained by solving the saddle point equation. The evaluation of the integrand at the dominating saddles is dominant in the asymptotic expansion of 20. On the other hand, we ca use the language of Feynman paths integration of quantum mechanics for (23) in the semi-classical limit. There will be certain geodesics joining the two points to dominate the integration in the spirit of waveparticle duality. Since the saddles and geodesics appear respectively as dominant terms in two different semi-classical approximations of the same correlation functions, we want to make a link between them. The first attempt is to simply make a term by term identification, by comparing units, between the wave equation and the geodesic equation [20] .
To obtain the wave equation in the semi-classical limit, we use the ansatz X(z) = exp(νS(z)) for the radial part of the Klein-Gordon field. Equation (12) can thus be written in terms of S(z). We substitute in the expansion S(z) = S 0 (z) + 1 ν S 1 (z) + 1 ν 2 S 2 (z) + · · · , in which the S 0 (z) will be the leading term in the large ν limit. The radial part of the Klein-Gordon equation can further be written in terms of S 0 (z),
On the other hand, recall the geodesic equation (2), describing space-like geodesics joining points on the boundary of energy E 2 and angular momentum L 2 . The assumption of equivalence between equations (24) and (2) suggests the following identification:
Observe that the relation between L and k is consistent with the assumptions that L = iL I for L I > 0 and that k is positive. Now we will show that (25) implies the formalism of the geodesic approximation of propagators as in (21) . Write the momentum space Green function in terms of S 0 (z), i.e.,
and define Z 0 (u, k) = lim z(r)−→0 S 0 (z). The semi-classical approximation of momentum space Green function is thusG + β (u, k) ∼ exp(2νZ 0 (u, k)) where ν >> 1. We apply the identification (25) and change coordinates from z to r in the integration. We obtain
where r c is the solution of
and t, l, d are from (5), (6) and (7), respectively. Also notice that equation (28) agrees with equation (4) under the assumption (25) . Here " · =" reminds us that these are formal equalities. We will fix an analytic continuation procedure to make these equalities exact later. We make some immediate remark regarding (27) . It implies that
If we regard the proper length l(t, d) as a function of (t, d) instead of (u, k), then the above identities imply that 2Z 0 (u, k) and l(t, d) are related by a Legendre transformation. Geometrically, a Legendre transformation maps the graph of a function to the family of tangents to the graph. In our case, if the graph is l(t, d) then the tangents are dl(t,d) dt = iu. Alternatively, if the graph is 2Z 0 (u, k) then the tangents are 2dZ 0 (u,k) du = −it. As Lagrangian and Hamiltonian we have the mathematical relation
and hence d2Z 0 (u, k) du = it.
We further consider the decomposition of the identification −iu = (r 2 − 1) dt dλ into the real and imaginary parts, and take integration respectively. We obtain
where C E and C L are constants of integration. We will fix them by fixing a reference geodesic G 0 . We choose it as the geodesic with time separation −i β 2 , which is the same as geodesic C in Fig. 3 (a) . So knowing u R and u I is equivalent to knowing t E and t L . In other words, we assign u = 0 to the geodesic G 0 and use other u to measure how other geodesics are different from G 0 in proper time separation. For example, if u I = 0, then the change of the proper time from that of G 0 is zero in the Lorentzian section. If u R is equal to zero, then the change of the proper time from that of G 0 is zero in the Euclidean section, that is to say the Euclidean time separation will always be the constant −i β 2 . Now come back to the semi-classical approximation ofG + β (u, k) in (26) . By applying (27), we get
The position space boundary two-point Green function (20) is therefore,
Evaluating by steepest descent methods, the integration (31) will be dominated by its evaluation at saddle points, which are solutions of 2dZ 0 (u,k) du = i(∆t − i β 2 ). By identity (30) , the saddle point equation implies
That is to say, saddle points as frequencies under the identification (25) will be identified as geodesics with proper time separation equals to ∆t − i β 2 . This agrees with the physical picture we have in mind. However, under the same identification, frequencies which are not saddles correspond to geodesics with time separation not necessarily ∆t − i β 2 . This means that those geodesics may not join the two points which appeared in the two-point function. The reason is that the relation (25) is obtained in the semi-classical limit when the waveparticle duality holds. We have no reason to expect it to be physically meaningful beyond this limit. Finally, by substituting (29) into (31) and applying (32), we haveG
where the last term is obtained as a summation with respect to saddle points, labelled by i, and identification between ν and m is assumed. The previous f i (k) which appeared in (21) is obtained as ikd i . Hence we induce a geodesic approximation (21) from the assumption of the identification (25).
Saddle points and the geodesic approximation II
Since (25) is a complex relation, the correspondence we obtained in the last subsection is only a formal correspondence unless a proper analytic continuation process is provided. We have already seen that the Green function can be analytically extended by specifying its branch cuts. We will provide an analytic continuation for the geodesic approximation and hence make the formula (21) rigorous. There are two steps involved to define an analytic continuation for the functions t, l, d. The first step is to analytically continue r c (u) to an analytic function on the complex u-plane, and the second step is to deform the contour of integration to the complex r-plane.
For the first step, r c is a solution of (28), or equivalently, r(u) 4 + (k 2 − u 2 − 1)r(u) 2 − k 2 = 0. If the discriminant (k 2 − u 2 − 1) 2 + 4k 2 = 0, then u is in the set
Observe that these points are located at the four end points of branch cuts of momentum space Green function at the large ν limit as in Fig. 2 . In this case, r(u) has a root of multiplicity 4. While the discriminant is not zero, there are four distinct roots. We will only concentrate on the one given as,
It can be analytically continued to the complex u-plane if we cut the points where the discriminant is zero. Since properties we are concerned with do not differ much qualitatively when k varies as a positive real number, we will fix k = 1 from now on. We plot the real part and the imaginary part of the analytically continued function of (33) in Fig. 4 . Figure 4 : Fig. (a) is the real part of r c (u) on the complex u = x + iy-plane when k = 1. Fig. (b) is the imaginary part of r c (u) on the complex u-plane when k = 1.
We want to mention some properties of the analytic function r c (u). When u approaches imaginary infinity, the norm of the turning point |r c (u)| approaches 0 and hence so does r c (u). As u approaches real infinity, the norm of the turning point approaches positive infinity. As u approaches 0 from any direction, the norm |r c | approaches one. u = 0 corresponds exactly to our reference geodesic G 0 . In particular, as u approaches 0 in the direction along either the real axis or the imaginary axis, the imaginary part of r c (u) vanishes. Hence the analytic function r c (u) approaches the horizon at r = 1 in these two cases.
To understand the function r c (u) mathematically is quite simple. As the way we obtained, it is a holomorphic function coming from an analytic continuation of some function on the real line. Certain limiting behaviours mentioned above are quite neat. Meanwhile its physical explanation is not as clear as its mathematical explanation. The first problem which occurs is that the concept of turning point loses its usual physical meaning. For example, with a particular turning point of a complex value, we don't know how to compare it with the horizon at r = 1. Take its norm? Take its real part or anything else? So when we see this analytic function r c (u) we keep in mind that it is a nice function coming from a real function, which has physical meaning. If we want to use it, we use it in a way related to the original real function. Now consider the complex u-plane, the complex r-plane and the analytic function r c which maps u to r. Physically, there are two distinct positions on the r-plane: the point r = 1 is the event horizon and the origin r = 0 is the singularity of the black hole. The previous observation concerning the function r c (u) tells us that it approaches r = 1 when u approaches zero along any direction. Therefore, we consider simply all straight lines, u = |u| exp(iθ) with some constant θ, through the origin on the u-plane and find their images under r c (u) on the complex r-plane. Particular cases of this mapping are plotted in Fig. 5 . Consider points on the line u = |u| exp(iθ) No matter what θ is, the starting geodesic is the one with turning point at the horizon, which is G 0 . Therefore, we find a way to put any geodesic with an arbitrarily complex r c (u) into a family of geodesics by joining the origin to the u. This family is considered to consist of deformation of the reference geodesic G 0 . When θ = 0, u is always real, and the family of geodesics are physically observable geodesics with real turning points starting from the horizon (G 0 ) to positive spatial infinity. When θ = π 2 , the line parametrises a family of geodesics with all real valued turning points, starting from horizon (G 0 )and decrease monotonically to the spatial singularity at r = 0. Incidentally any line with θ greater than π 4 (this particular angle actually depend on our assumption of k = 1, other k will give other angle) has turning point r c (u) = 0 as u goes to infinity. (Fig. 5) As to the second step, the original contour in the integrations t, l, d as in (5), (6), (7) starts from r c (u) and goes to infinity along the real r-axis. As r c (u) is analytically continued into the complex r-plane, we need to specify the contour of integration. Although the deformation of the contour can be arbitrary, we would like to make a choice so that the heuristic relation (21) gives a proper geodesic approximation of the correlator. Since when r c (u) is very far from the horizon, the choice of contour is not easy to make, we will start by considering when r c (u) gets close to the horizon at r = 1. Write r c (u) = 1 + ǫ exp(iη) where ǫ is a sufficient small positive number and η ranges from 0 to 2π. Recall that r c (u) and u = |u| exp(iθ) are in one-one correspondence as shown in Fig. 4 or Fig. 5 . We will decide our contours according to the way how r c (u) approach to 1 with respect to η and hence to θ. As u approaches to 0 + from +∞ along the real axis (θ = 0), they are proposed to relate to geodesics with difference in proper time from the geodesic G 0 only in the Euclidean section. Their turning points vary from r = +∞ to r = 1. For example, geodesics A, B and C plotted in (b) of Fig. 3 . This is actually the case before analytical continuation, so we simply choose the original contour as in (a) of Fig. 6 . In this case, we can see that the pole at horizon does not contribute. This immediately implies the choice of the contour for u approaches to 0 − from −∞ along the real axis (θ = π) as in Fig. 6  (b) . Indeed, simply consider a closed contour in (a) of Fig. 3 : it starts at τ = 0, r = ∞, and then goes very close to the horizon and finally goes to r = ∞ ( as C). After this, it moves downwards along the arc a little bit and comes back along the dashed geodesic, which is very close to the horizon. Finally it goes back to the point where it starts. Integration along this closed contour will give proper time difference by 2πi. While we have already chosen the contour as (a) of Fig.  6 so that the outwards geodesic avoids the singularity, we have to make a choice so that the backwards geodesic can pick up the factor of 2πi. The contour in (b) of Fig. 6 , when circling around the pole, picks up this factor. Hence the choice is confirmed.
That leaves us two more directions to consider. For the purpose of making a geodesic approximation, we are interested in geodesics joining two boundaries as A, B, C(G 0 ) and D in the Penrose diagram in Fig. 3 . These geodesics correspond to u = iu I , since there are no Euclidean time difference between them and the reference geodesic G 0 . The imaginary part u I is indeed related to the Lorentzian proper time of the geodesics, since the Lorentzian time separation of G 0 is zero. We want to make a choice of contour so that the jumping in the Euclidean time −i β 2 is included even if we only carry out the integration for the Lorentzian section. As u I moves from +i∞ to 0 along the imaginary axis, r c (u I ) moves from r = 0 to the horizon along the real axis. As r c (u I ) goes very closed to r = 1, we choose the contour to be (c) of Fig. 6 so that this naturally include the jumping of −i β 2 by making use of the pole. Symmetrically, as u I moves from −i∞ to i0 − along the imaginary axis, the contour is chosen as (d) of Fig. 6 .
Therefore, for the turning point very closed to the horizon, we have made our choices for θ = 0, π 2 , π, 3π 2 as in (a), (c), (b), (d) in Fig. 6 , respectively. We make the following requirement for the rest of the θ's: when 0 ≤ θ < π 2 , the contour is chosen to be as in (a); when π 2 ≤ θ < π, the contour is chosen to be as in (c); when π ≤ θ < 3π 2 , the contour is chosen to be as in (b); when 3π 2 ≤ θ < 2π, the contour is chosen to be as in (d). As to u away from 0, i.e. |u| not very small, r c (u) is far from the horizon. We simply choose the contour according to the argument θ of u.
Combining the two steps, we obtain a complete analytic continuation procedure. In this way the previous heuristic relation (21) is exactly defined. A interesting phenomenon is that the Lorentzian section of geodesics, which is related to the imaginary part of the saddle points, can have turning point inside horizon. In this sense, we may be able to find a signature of the BTZ singularity from the boundary correlation function. However, we by no means imply this is the only possible geodesic approximation. It is possible to assign different correspondence for u and r c firstly, then to define a corresponding analytic continuation according to its relation with the correlation functions secondly. That is to say, it is possible to define a different way of geodesic approximation for the same correlation function. Similar ideas can be seen in [16] , in which two different but equivalent analytic continuations for position space Green function are presented.
Application of the frequency-geodesic relation
With the exact geodesic approximation provided in the last section, we would like to see how it works through a simple computation and its physical implication. We will first look for saddle points of the correlation function (23) and then look for their corresponding geodesics. There are two cases of interest. The first case is when the time separation is purely Euclidean as in (b) of Fig. 3 . The second case is when the two points sit on different boundaries in the Lorentzian section of space time with time separation ∆t − i β 2 where ∆t is the Lorentzian time separation as in (a) of Fig. 3 .
In the large ν limit, instead of finding S 0 (z) and hence Z 0 (u, k) as we did before, we adopt a slightly different procedure. Since we already have the explicit expression of the momentum space correlation function, we obtain the approximation simply by considering its asymptotic form in the large ν limit. After rescaling ω, J to u, k, we can write (20) in the form of (23) and get the expression of 2Z(u, k)
Applying the Stirling formula [30] to the Gamma functions appearing in 2Z(u, k), we get
The derivative with respect to u and is then obtained as follows,
, as ν >> 1. (34)
To carry out the steepest descent method, we may write (23) in the form of (22) . In this way, g(u) will be simply the constant ν and
Saddles ofG 12 (∆t − i β 2 , k) are thus determined by dh(u) du = 0, that is,
We write ∆t = t + iτ for t and τ both real numbers, i.e. t is the time separation in Lorentzian section and τ is the time separation in the Euclidean section. We can see that t = 0 is our first case where the time separation is purely imaginary. τ = 0 corresponds to the second case. From (34) and (35), we can find saddle points by solving the following equation,
where the inverse Hawking temperature β = 2π is substituted in. There are two solutions,
For simplicity, we will again assume k = 1. Computation can be carried out for other non-zero positive k similarly. When t = 0, we can view saddles as being parametrised by the Euclidean time τ . Since the Euclidean time separation τ is of period 2π, we may assume τ ∈ (−π, π]. The saddles are
We observe that u E ± (τ ) have vanishing imaginary part. This implies that the time separation is purely Euclidean, the possible dominating geodesics of the correlation function will not have Lorentzian time section. Another observation from the solutions is that the two saddles are both periodic functions with respect to τ of period π. In particular, u E − (τ − π) = u E + (τ ). So there is in fact only one solution as seen in Fig. 7 . Figure 7 : u E ± parametrised by Euclidean time τ . As τ varies from −π to 0, the graph of u E − (τ ) is shown. As τ varies from 0 to π, the graph of u E + (τ ) is shown.
Besides the formula (36), the behaviour of the saddle can be seen clearly from the graph of the correlation itself as in the left column of Fig. 8 . As the Euclidean time difference τ increases from 0 to π, the saddles move from 0 to the right along the real u-axis. For the limiting case when τ = π, the saddles actually move to positive infinity. The changing of the shape of the graph is with respect to the moving of the saddle. Symmetrically, when τ varies from 0 to −π, the saddle starts from the origin and move to left till negative infinity along the real axis (not shown in the figure) .
By evaluating the second derivative d 2 h(u) du 2
at the saddles, we find that the saddle in this case is of degree one for all τ ∈ (−π, π] and the steepest descent contour is the real axis itself. Thus in this case, there is no need to deform the integration contour, and the saddle obtained dominates the integration. According to the frequency-geodesic relation specified in the last section, we can find the corresponding geodesics with the saddle points. These geodesics will play the role of dominating geodesics in the geodesic approximation of the twopoint function. As illustrated in Fig. 9 , as u increases from 0, the corresponding geodesic moves from H ′ H, to B ′ B and then A ′ A. As the saddle increase, the turning point of the corresponding geodesic move from the horizon to infinity. This is also what we expect.
The second case we want to consider is τ = 0. Saddles are parametrised by the Lorentzian time t and given as
Saddles are plotted as in the Figure 10 . For each time t between 0 and ∞ there are two saddle points. As t varies from 0 to around 0.88, the upper saddle moves from the origin downwards to −i and the lower saddle moves from negative imaginary infinity upwards to −2i rapidly. The two saddles "meet" when the time separation is about 1.10. After that, the upper saddle moves to the left and the lower one moves to the right, both with constant imaginary part. After the time separation exceeds t = 1.7, the two saddles disappear into the branch cuts around u = ±1 − i. A magnified picture indicating the "collision" of the upper and lower saddles is shown in Fig. 11 .
The behaviour of saddles can also be seen from the graph of the correlation function itself as shown in the right column of Fig. 8 . When the Lorentzian time separation is zero, the upper saddle is at the origin and the lower one is at −i∞. There are two "lumps" (both diverge at infinity) in the graph. We refer them as the upper and lower part. As the time separation increase, the lower part descend (this corresponds to the lower saddle, who always sits on top the "lump", moving upwards) and the upper parts at the same time grow. When the time separation becomes sufficiently large, the lower part almost becomes flat and the upper part grows very tall.
These are both of the saddles solved as solutions of dh(u) du = 0. However, not all saddle points will contribute in the final approximation. We need to find out their steepest descent direction and decide which one can be used in the approximation. If we evaluate the second derivative d 2 h(u) du 2 at the saddles obtained, we can determine the steepest descent direction for each saddle. This is also indicated in Fig. 11 . We can see that before the two saddles collide, the upper saddle has steepest descent direction in the horizontal direction. The lower saddle has its steepest descent in the vertical direction. Since the contour of the Fourier integration is along the real u-axis, we conclude that the dominant saddle is the upper one. In the cases when the saddles are colliding and after collision, Now we would like to see how movements of saddle points imply the geodesic approximation. At t = 0, the upper saddle is at the origin u = 0, and this corresponds to the reference geodesic G 0 . This geodesic is shown as HH ′ in (a) of Fig. 12 . The lower saddle is at imaginary infinity and does not count as a saddle yet. When the Lorentzian time separation t increases (from H ′ H, to A ′ A, B ′ B and finally to C ′ C in (a) of Fig. 12 ), the upper saddle moves downwards; the lower saddle moves upwards. Correspondingly, for solid geodesics (related to the upper saddle, which is dominant), their turning points move from the horizon to inside the horizon. For dashed geodesics (related to the lower saddle, which is not dominant), their turning points come out from the singularity but remain inside the horizon. When the Lorentzian time separation increases to C ′ C, which is related to the "collision" of the two saddles, the solid geodesic and the dashed one almost coincide. Consider projections of these geodesics onto the Euclidean section. Since the relating saddles both have vanishing real part, both projections will have time separation exactly −i β 2 as the reference geodesic G 0 . Therefore, for any geodesic appearing in (a), we can plot the centre of of the circle to be its turning point r c . Then the Euclidean projection of the geodesic will be X ′ X. X ′ X stands for H ′ H, A ′ A, B ′ B or C ′ C, and r c depends on geodesics specified.
Before the collision of the saddles, the dominating geodesic is always the solid Figure 13 : The spacetime related to the cases of collision and after collision of the two saddles. (a) The Lorentzian section. Solid eodesics correspond to the left saddle, which is from the previous upper one. Dashed geodesics correspond to the right saddle, which is from the previous lower one. (b) The Euclidean section. After the collision of saddles, there are two geodesics dominating simultaneously. The solid geodesic corresponds to the left saddle and the dashed geodesic corresponds to the right saddle. (c) After collision, the turning points pick up imaginary part of opposite sign. Real part of r c is in the horizontal direction and imaginary part of r c is in the vertical direction. As time increases, the two points start from the real axis, and split to upper and lower direction in a symmetrical way. This is the precise image of the vertical arrowed lines in (a) and (b). one. After the saddles collide, the saddles pick up real part frequencies at the same time and both saddles make an equal contribution in the final approximation. (See Fig. 10 ). Correspondingly, there appear two dominating geodesics. They both have Euclidean time difference with respect to the reference geodesic G 0 . However, since their differences is of opposite sign, the summation of their Euclidean time difference with respect to G 0 remains 0. For both of the geodesics, their turning points are no longer real valued. So we need to extend both the Euclidean section and the Lorentzian section in a third dimension to indicate the direction of the imaginary part of the turning points r c as shown in (a), (b) of Fig. 13 . The magnified version of the third dimension is shown in (c) of Fig.  13 . When the saddles collide, it is indicated as C ′ C in (a) of Fig. 13 . The two very close geodesics still lie inside the two-dimension Penrose diagram, with their real turning points inside the horizon. Let solid geodesics correspond to the left saddle, which is from the previously upper one and dashed geodesics correspond to the right saddle, which is from the previously lower one. As time separation increases from C ′ C, to E ′ E, F ′ F and then to G ′ G, turning points of the solid geodesic now slowly rise above the Penrose diagram. Their turning points have almost constant real part and increasing imaginary part. This is shown as the upper half of (c) in Fig. 13 . At the same time, the turning points of the dashed geodesic now slowly descends to underneath the Penrose diagram. They are again with almost constant real part, but decreasing imaginary part. It is shown as the lower half of (c) in Fig. 13 .
The Euclidean sections of these geodesics are less simple to describe. For the pair of dominating geodesics, (except for C ′ C,) in (a) of Fig. 13 , there are two corresponding geodesics in the Euclidean section as their projections. The two images have opposite time differences with respect to −i β 2 and with same real parts and opposite imaginary parts of turning points. They are indicated in (b) of Fig. 13 . The solid geodesic is the projection of the solid geodesics from (a) and the dashed geodesic is the projection of dashed one from (a). The centre of the disk is decided by the real part of the turning points of various geodesics.
In summary, for the time separation being Euclidean as iτ − i β 2 , one saddle point appears. This implies that for the geodesic approximation, there is one dominant geodesic for each τ . This geodesic has purely Euclidean proper time iτ − i β 2 . As τ increase, the turning point of the geodesics varies from the horizon to the infinity. For the time separation being t − i β 2 , there are always two saddle points appearing as solutions of the saddle point equation. However, they don't both dominate all the time. As t increases from 0 to the time when the two saddles collide, only the upper saddle dominates. The corresponding geodesic approximation tells us that the dominating geodesic starts from the one with time separation −i β 2 and turning point at the event horizon, i.e. G 0 . As t increases, the turning point of the geodesic moves inside to the horizon. At the same time, the turning point of the other (not dominant) geodesic is moving from deep inside the singularity outwards. We will make more comment in the next paragraph on the non-dominating partner. By the time the saddles collide, the two geodesics almost coincide. After that, two geodesics contribute equally in the geodesic approximation. They always have the same real part of turning point and opposite sign imaginary parts of the turning point. As t increases, real parts of their turning points stay inside the horizon not changing much, around 0.7 to 0.8 (see (c) of Fig. 13 ), while imaginary parts increase in same amount in norm. In the Euclidean section, the two dominating geodesics have time difference −i β 2 + iδ and −i β 2 − iδ, rather than before when there is only one dominating geodesic with time separation −i β 2 . We have seen that some of the dominating geodesics depending on the time separation have turning points inside the horizon. In this sense, we say that the boundary correlation function encodes locations inside the event horizon. On the other hand, in all the cases, the turning points never go infinitely closed to the singularity. This surely is not good enough for the purpose of resolving singularity.
As we mentioned, when the time difference is t − i β 2 for t quite small, there appears the lower saddle. It moves from −i∞ upwards along the imaginary axis. Its steepest descent direction is always along the imaginary axis. Recall that at the same time the upper saddle always has steepest descent direction in the horizontal direction. This implies that when the steepest descent method is applied, the lower one is not picked up because of the contour of integration is along the real axis. We can define a function from the original Fourier integration by replacing the contour of integration by the imaginary axis as an analogue of the new observable proposed in [20] for AdS 5 black hole. Despite the fact that the new integration actually blows up and assuming a regulization is available, we study it as a regulized mathematical function. If we apply the steepest descent method as before, the lower saddle rather than the upper one will become dominant. That is to say, if this new function has any physical meaning to anybody, wavepackets can move along the geodesic with turning point deep inside the horizon at the semi-classical limit. The smaller the time separation t is, the deeper the particle can go. As t approaches zero, the turning point approaches infinitely close to the singularity. In this way, the newly defined function as a function on the boundary carries information from the singularity and may help in resolving the BTZ black hole singularity. At the same time, we should admit that its physical meaning is not clear.
Conclusion
The main objective of this paper is to see how the two-point function in the boundary CFT carries signatures from inside the horizon of the BTZ black hole in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. By using the key identification between frequencies and geodesics in the semi-classical limit in [20] , we deduce a geodesic approximation from the saddle point approximation. As an application, we compute the Hartle-Hawking Green function by mode summation directly and obtain the boundary two-point function by the AdS/CFT correspondence. By taking the semi-classical limit, we find saddle points of the two-point function with respect to the time separation and thus relate the saddle points to specific dominating geodesics on the bulk. There are two interesting features which appear. The first occurs when the time separation is t − i β 2 , for the Lorentzian time separation t not very small. There are two dominant geodesics with turning points complex conjugate of each other and also with Euclidean time separations −i β 2 + iδ and −i β 2 − iδ, respectively. This indicates the approximation of the two-point function is given by two complex geodesics together. The second interesting feature appears when the time separation is t − i β 2 for the Lorentzian time separation t not very far from zero. If we replace the original integration contour in the Fourier integration of the position space two-point function by the imaginary axis and regularize the new integration, then the saddle picked up with respect to the new contour is the one who can have turning point infinitely closed to the singularity. If there is good explanation about the newly defined function in the boundary theory, it may help to resolve the singularity.
,
. Imposing the boundary condition by requiring z 1 2 −ν mode of (38) vanish, we get the constraint between the constant C 1 and C 2 as
Thus, (38) becomes X bdry (z) = C(ω, J)z
where C(ω, J) := C 1 (−1)
Next, we want to get the approximation of (13) around the horizon and impose boundary conditions to fix constants C 1 and C 2 completely. Again by general properties of hypergeometric functions, the approximation of (13) around the horizon is X hor (r) = r
.
In the z coordinates, X hor (z) = exp(− πω 2 )[(C 1 Γ 5 + C 2 Γ 6 )2 −iω exp(−iωz)
By the constraint (40) from boundary, 
Numerically, it turns out that |P | = |Q|. The boundary condition at the horizon implies that C 1 should be chosen as C 1 = exp( πω 2 )(P Q) − 1 2 . Indeed, X hor (z) = exp( πω 2 ) √ P Q exp(− πω 2 )(2 −iω P exp(−iωz) + 2 iω Q exp(iωz)) = 2 −iω P Q exp(−iωz) + 2 iω Q P exp(iωz).
If we define θ by exp(iθ) = Q P , then |P | = |Q| implies that θ is real. Let δ = ω ln 2 + θ, then the solution is X hor (z) = exp(iωz) exp(iδ) + exp(−iωz) exp(−iδ), and hence satisfies the boundary condition. After C 1 is fixed, C(ω, J) is fixed and its square is given as, C(ω, J) 2 = 1 2π 3 exp(πω)(exp(2πω) − 1)ω sin 2 (πν)Γ(−ν) 2 Γ( 1 2 (iω + iJ + ν + 1))Γ( 1 2 (−iω + iJ + ν + 1)) Γ( 1 2 (iω − iJ + ν + 1))Γ( 1 2 (−iω − iJ + ν + 1)).
